
North Kent Marshes Internal Drainage Board Meeting Minutes 
Monday 07 June 2021, MS Teams virtual meeting 09:30-12:30 

 
 
1 Welcome and introductions  
 
The Vice Chair welcomed the Board and opened the meeting.  
 
2 Apologies  
 
Cllr L Croxton – GBC 
Cllr J Wallace - GBC 
 
All remaining members present including guests (KB from EA, and OP from Medway IDB’s).  
 
3 Items of interest declaration 
 

No items declared.  
 

4 Health and Safety 
 
The Clerk shared information about the mental health benefits of wetlands.  
 
5 Minutes of last meeting and actions arising  
 
PH updated on outstanding actions.  
 
The Board discussed the issue with regards to sewerage at Cooling, and at Motney Hill 
WwTW. Also the sewerage (high pressure) main going from Cooling across to Deangate, 
which keeps breaking and pumping out sewerage to the drainage ditches and rivers around 
three or four times a year and nothing is ever done about it and the whole thing needs 
replacing.  
 
The Clerk and Board discussed whether there were any powers to do anything about it as a 
Board. OP from Medway IDB talked about the Health and Safety impact, but that would 
need to be monitored which could be costly. The EA have the legal authority to take action.  
 
The Board advised that there is a Southern Water. Grate Bells Farm. Southern Water pipe 
running underneath, and there was elevated sewerage on the site meaning that some areas 
were restricted to visitors, which took 6 years for the EA to resolve. 
 
The Board are concerned that things will only get worse with more houses being built in the 
area.  
 
The Clerk advised of the ongoing work that Southern Water are doing on their Drainage and 
Wastewater Action Plans and will feed back concerns via that process.  
 



Action: PH to liaise with MC Environmental Protection Team and EA to see what further 
action can be taken and what the environmental impact is.  
Action: PH/GB to raise concerns via the DWMP process.  
Action: PH to contact Bretts with regards to connection between the lakes at Cliffe.  
 
 
6 Governance updates 
 
The Clerk provided an update on the Standing Orders which have had Ministerial approval. 
The Board queried the insertion of ‘Public Meeting’ and whether we have met requirements? 
The Clerk advised we have, OP advised that all IDB meetings are open to the public.  
 
OP from Medway IDB advised that the Medway Boards are looking to progress in a hybrid 
format as the changes in the Standing Orders offer flexibility. Medway Boards are looking to 
move all committee meetings to remote as there is higher turnout.  
 
BW proposed acceptance of the changes, HC seconded.  
 
The Clerk requested approval of the Corporate Risk Register by the end of the week.  
 
The Clerk updated the Board with the changes in the Financial Risk Assessment.  The Board 
agreed the changes and provided formal approval.  
 
The Clerk provided an updated of the Natural England Assent.  
 
The Clerk signposted to all other governance documents on the website and explained that 
not all minutes are available online as they do not yet have a ‘wet signature’ but will be 
uploaded as soon as that can be actioned.  
 
The Clerk updated the Board with regards to the Boards’ insurances.  
 
Action: Board Members to submit queries and or/approval of the Corporate Risk Register.  
 
7 Environment Agency update 
 
KB from the EA joined the meeting.  
 
The Board discussed the proposals for Precept spend for 2021-22. 
 
The Board talked about the issues with regards to motorised access that was facilitated by 
new gates put in as part of the Natural England Coastal Path.  MC PROW are currently 
working with NE to change the gates and are currently trying to source funding.  
 
The Board asked about the costs of the proposed Precept spend. KB advised that the EA are 
currently trying to obtain costs and so the projects are an indication for now as a balance 
needs to be made to ensure that the projects are affordable.  
 



The Board asked about the proposed seeding. KB provided information about the seeding 
and advised that it is based on advice from the EA’s FGB team and the Bumblebee 
Conservation Trust.  
 

The Board discussed the proposed access track improvements, and that the damage is likely 
caused by the motorbikes.  
 
The Board informed that the issue associated with the tidal ingress of salt water at Cooling, 
it has written off 150acres of grazing marsh as the ditches are full up with saline water, 
which is serious in terms of nature and means that stock cannot graze the areas as it will kill 
the sheep and cows.  
 
The Board proposed that the Board put together a list of works that are needed in the area 
to try and help and inform EA Precept spend. 
 
The Clerk and OP advised the Board that Precept spend has to be in year, but that we can 
input into any proposals.  
 
KB provided an update on progress for Allhallows Sluice. 
 
KB advised that the EA (Fisheries) are working on a screening exercise to establish what flaps 
need to be replaced with fish/Eel friendly flaps.  
 
KB reported that the EA will be costing all of the options presented in the short list of options 
which the Board + landowners fed into and considering the options and costs in the context 
of the proposed future managed realignment at the site intended by Thames 2100.  The EA 
would be looking for a balanced approach, taking account of future policy intention, whilst 
meeting the current objectives of managing water levels and preventing saltwater ingress. 
 
KB advised that the EA will be progressing a condition survey to look at options in more 
detail, and that this is required due to the extent of siltation around the structure. EA are 
currently liaising with NE and a contractor with regards to the timing of works and hope to 
undertake it this financial year, subject to an overwintering bird assessment.  
 
KB advised that the project could be delivered as a Team 2100 project.  
 
The Board asked about Thames 2100 engagement as there has not been any engagement of 
late and that landowners should be involved right from the beginning.  
 
KB updated the Board – ‘Thames Estuary 2100’ deal with the communications side of things 
and the Thames Estuary 2100 plan which is high level. KB advised that as part of the 10-year 
review they would be seeking to do some in depth engagement which was delayed due to 
COVID and will now be a virtual event and in person at a later date.  
In terms of Team 2100 (delivery vehicle for any works undertaken to tidal defences). The EA 
are relying on a number of products to come from the 10 yar review which will be completed 
by October 2022 to give a better idea of lead in times for any capital works.  
 



Action: KB to update the Board via PH on the costs of the proposals.  
Action: PH to link up KB and EA PROW regarding timing of any track improvements and 
replacement gates.  
Action: KB to update the Board on the St Mary’s outfall flap issue with regards to progress as 
an urgent matter.  
Action: KB to provide update regarding Allhallows Sluice. 
Action: PH to share details of T2100 10-year review to the Board.   
 
 
8 Working with the Lower Medway Internal Drainage Board 
 
The Clerk provided details of the Public Sector Cooperation Agreement, and intention 
formally agreed at a prior meeting to seek opportunities via the PSCA to achieve efficiencies 
in ditch maintenance by working together. The Clerk and OP advised that the agreement is 
non-binding but offers a way of working closely together where there is benefit.  
 
The Board welcomed the news and are supportive.  
 
9 Activity report 
 
PH provided update on the Activity Report. 
 
The Board discussed the recent issue at Shorne Marshes and the removal of the stopboards 
at two locations on the Shorne Marsh. They have not yet been replaced but the issue could 
do with some further investigation as removal of the Boards results in a loss of water in a 
hydrologically sensitive area.   The stopboard has been replaced at one location but is still 
allowing water to flow out as it has been propped up on rocks.  
 
 
Action: PH to liaise further with EA to further investigate the issue.  
 
10 Finance updates 
 
The Clerk provided an updated budget to the Board following the End of Year accounts 20-21 
in relation to some accounting errors that have been rectified.  
 
The Board discussed the issue with regards to the incorrect drainage rate. The Board 
recognise the importance of transparency to Drainage Rate payers and that there was no 
increase in the subsequent year Drainage Rate for 21-22.  
 
It was recognised that the legal drainage rate had been set but was increased by a further 
1% due to administrative error. It was noted that mitigation for this error has been included 
in an updated Financial Risk Assessment.     
 
A number of options to correct the error were discussed. This included, rebating the 
additional 1% within the Drainage Rate for 21-22, however, there were concerns that this 
may get complex where there have been land changes.  Another option discussed was to 



advise Drainage Rate payers in letters accompanying invoices for 21-22 and advising that 
the 21-22 had not been raised, which may provide an easier, and transparent way of dealing 
with the issue. 
 
The Board requested the Clerk to seek legal advice, and advice from internal/external 
auditors.  
 
The Board noted the updated budget, all present approved the budget and AGAR from for 
External Audit and the Annual Governance Statement.  
 
Action: PH to liaise with legal and auditors with regards to the Drainage Rate issue.  
Action: PH to liaise with HC to arrange a wet signature of the AGAR form. 
 
 
11 ADA updates 

The Clerk advised of the ADA conferences, Technical Seminars and Training. 

 

12 Forward look 

The Board asked about a site visit if things open up more in June. 

Action: PH to arrange site visit if restrictions are relaxed further in June. 
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